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Abstract  8 
 9 
This paper presents an extended digital image correlation (EDIC) method for mapping 10 
multiscale damage in concrete. The EDIC method is developed based on the distance 11 
transformation algorithm, which extends the capability of current digital image correlation 12 
(DIC) method in detecting micro damage. Applications of the EDIC in mapping multiscale 13 
damage in concrete specimens are given in this paper, which proves the capability of the EDIC 14 
in detecting multiscale damage in concrete. This novel EDIC technology can be used for 15 
further research on material damages in the society of concrete academia, and for improving 16 
safety assessment level by detecting micro damage in industrial applications.  17 
 18 
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1. Introduction 22 
Damage is one of main problems in the ageing concrete, which can be seen from many 23 
concrete structures e.g. coast infrastructures. A lot of severe damage can be observed from 24 
the concrete beam surfaces. The appearance and growth of micro cracks in reinforced 25 
concrete located in coastal and offshore regions are a major concern, because these 26 
structures are frequently subjected to cyclic or tidal exposures initiating dry-wet cycles 27 
providing a constant source of salts containing chloride and sulphate ions [1, 2]. These effects 28 
lessen significant serviceability, durability, and strength of reinforced concrete. It is a fact that 29 
concrete is composed of different sized aggregates, the material is heterogeneous. Therefore, 30 
the crack in concrete may be modelled at different scales. Jacobsen et al. [3] mentioned in 31 
their previous work in 2013 that the complete damages in concrete would be studied by 32 
detecting micro and macro cracks. From this point of view, the existing normal cracks are 33 
either visual macro cracks (above 1mm crack width defined by this investigation), or invisible 34 
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micro cracks (between 10m to 1000m crack width). Kiani and Shodja [2] suggested that 35 
micro cracks can be detected by microscopes or possible non-destructive equipment. 36 
The previous researches [4-10] used the standard digital image correlation (DIC) method to 37 
carry out strain field measurements of a wide range of engineering materials. For instance, 38 
Dai et al. [4] used the DIC to investigate deformation behaviour in metals. The deformation 39 
behaviour of thermally stressed ceramics was investigated by Coburn and Slevin [5]. Zink et 40 
al. [6] and Lyons et al. [7] used the DIC to obtain deformation and strain on the surface of 41 
woods subjected to high temperature. Over the years (2000 to 2008) the DIC has been actively 42 
practised to a wide range of materials in the material characterization studies. The materials 43 
investigated by different researchers cited in Sutton et al. [8] included thin films, foams, mineral 44 
wool, shape memory alloys, polymers, glass, sands and many others.  45 
Melenka and Carey [26] investigated tension behaviour in fiber reinforced cement using DIC 46 
optical measurement method. DIC Camera was used to monitor the progressive failure of the 47 
splitting tensile samples by measuring the strains at initial failure as well post failure. Srikar et 48 
al. [27] also used DIC to study the temperature effects on fiber reinforced concrete by 49 
measuring the strain field of concrete exposed to temperatures. Stress–strain curves were 50 
established from the strain measurements for the tested specimen. The stress–strain 51 
response revealed enhancement in post peak with increasing fiber dosage at all exposure 52 
temperatures. Enfedaque et al. [28] used DIC technique in the fracture test analysis of glass 53 
fibre reinforced cement (GRC). The damage pattern from the DIC output in the fracture tests 54 
of the GRC (with an addition of 25% of the thermal-treated kaolin) explained the higher fracture 55 
energy found in this admixture and is proved to be the most suitable formulation for possible 56 
future structural applications. 57 
In relation to a damage or crack investigation, Tung and Sui [9] used the DIC for analysing 58 
damage in a cylinder pipes. The DIC was used to monitor a strain surrounding the cracks and 59 
identifying stress concentration zone in the damaged pipe. Lecompte et al. [10] used camera-60 
based measurement for a crack prediction on concrete beam surface. The approach was 61 
based on the DIC strain-field outputs to analyse the cracks propagations based on the 62 
variations of the load-strain response between the sections of investigated beam. However, 63 
this approach cannot define the exact positions of the cracks or the crack paths. Rethore et 64 
al. [11] used the DIC to analyse situations in which discontinuities in the displacement field 65 
arise. It is based on a decomposition of the DIC displacement field output onto a regular finite 66 
element basis supported by a uniform mesh to describe accurately discontinuities region. 67 
Furthermore, Rethore et al. [12] and Chen et al. [13] used the DIC in conjunction with extended 68 
finite element method (X-FEM) to measure the full-field displacement across the crack domain. 69 
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In further research, Rethore et al. [14] investigated the technique of 3D image correlation to 70 
allow for the measurement of 3D displacement fields in the existence of cracks. Nguyen et al. 71 
[15] also used the DIC for the analysis of displacement in the crack region, and developed a 72 
method for fracture identification in a soft rock. Wolf et al. [16] combined acoustic emission 73 
together with the DIC approach for detecting crack development in concrete. This method is 74 
not appropriate for the existing structures as the ultrasonic sensors required to be embedded 75 
into the concrete structures. 76 
The studies described above were based on standard DIC principles to measure deformation 77 
and strain fields of different objects and to investigate existing damage or crack. However, 78 
none of them investigated the capability of measuring micro damage or micro-crack using the 79 
DIC system. In general, previous investigations employed standard DIC technology with the 80 
capability of measuring damage restrained at the macro crack level. In fact, there are a lot of 81 
micro cracks on the investigated object surfaces, which cannot be caught by images due to 82 
the limited resolution of the current DIC camera equipment. In other words, current DIC 83 
technology is in the level for detecting macro crack. This was confirmed by many practical 84 
applications and international DIC camera suppliers such as Lavision and Gom Ltd [17].  85 
There is therefore the need to conduct a research into this area of detecting multiscale crack 86 
including macro and micro crack. Thereby, this investigation aims to develop the extended 87 
digital image correlation (EDIC) method for extending the capability of current DIC from 88 
measurement for strain field and macro cracks to detecting micro cracks to improve damage 89 
assessment level. It should be noticed that previous investigations [11-15] mentioned the 90 
same term of extended digital image correlation, but none of them reported the same EDIC 91 
method of detecting multiscale cracks introduced by this paper. 92 
To be able to detect micro cracks in concrete, the EDIC technology is developed using a 93 
distance transformation algorithm (DTA), which can computationally detect multiscale cracks 94 
in damaged region. Comparing the calculation of the EDIC to scanned images with correlation 95 
analysis, multiscale critical damage strains are determined for detecting multiscale crack in 96 
concrete. The calculation of correlation can be involved in determination of critical damage 97 
strains. The multiscale critical damage strains are a range of strain values at which the cracks 98 
with different scales will initiate and propagate. Detecting multiscale cracks will help to identify 99 
and monitor damage zones in concrete, which are required in assessing the damage level. 100 
2. Experimental Work  101 
A two-dimensional standard DIC camera system (Imager E-Lite 5M Camera – Lavision) is 102 
used to observe and record a series of images of a number of unreinforced concrete beam 103 
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specimens subjected to four point bending. The standard DIC is used to analyze the recorded 104 
images taken from the surface of investigated concrete beams to derive a deformation field of 105 
concrete beam. The proposed EDIC utilizes the extracted data from the camera images 106 
including surface coordinates (x, y), displacement fields (dx, dy), strains (x, y) and maximum 107 
principal strain max to determine potential damage area then detect cracks on the surfaces of 108 
concrete beams. A range of critical damage strain c is used to establish multiscale crack 109 
models including macro and micro cracks. A number of concrete beam samples with two 110 
different sizes, 100 x 100 x 500 mm and 100 x 100 x 250 mm, is tested in the laboratory. Fig. 111 
1 shows the set up for testing concrete beams under four-point bending. 112 
 113 
 114 
 115 
  116 
 117 
As the DIC is an optical measurement technology and only the visible changes in images can 118 
be tracked, proper preparation on the specimens is required for camera measurement [17, 119 
18]. A Zwick universal tensile test machine is used in loading concrete beam specimens. The 120 
deformation measurement of the sample is monitored and recorded using the DIC camera. 121 
The applied load rate is varied between 8 to 25 N/s. The failure loads of tested samples are 122 
between 7500 N to 12000 N. Fig. 1 shows a failed concrete beam. Because of the quasi-brittle 123 
feature of concrete, progressive crack is not clearly appeared. It can be seen from the Fig. 1 124 
that the crack initiated and propagated from the bottom surface to the top surface of the tested 125 
beam. The crack widely opened at the bottom where crack initiated then narrowed as it moves 126 
towards the top. Before reaching the top, the crack disappeared as it seems completely closed. 127 
Actually, micro cracks exist beyond the visible crack front near the top of the beam although 128 
they are not visible.  129 
The EDIC technology carried out further analysis based on the image data for detecting and 130 
presenting these micro cracks in the tested concrete beam. These data are sorted in the 131 
corresponding image correlation system for producing required information such as 132 
deformation and strains in the area which is set using a rectangular boundary. It should be 133 
noticed that any out of plane rigid body movements [19], e.g. out of plane rigid body movement 134 
from an unstable support must be avoided in camera measurement to obtain a right strain 135 
field.   136 
Fig. 1. A concrete beam under-four point bending 
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3. Digital Image Correlation 137 
The DIC camera system used in this investigation is shown in Fig. 2. During loading process 138 
specimens are monitored by this system with a charge couple device (CCD) camera which 139 
converts photons to electric charge based on the photoelectric effect. The camera sensor 140 
consists of many individual CCD elements that are arranged in a rectangular array. The size 141 
of each individual CCD element as a pixle is 3.453.45µm2. This camera with 15Hz frequency 142 
and resolution of 24482050 pixel is used to take a series of image over time [17]. The basic 143 
principle of DIC method was described by a number of previous researchers, e.g.  Sutton et 144 
al 2009 and Lecompte et al. 2006 [8, 10], to match or track the same subsets located in the 145 
reference image and deformed image for retrieving the full-ﬁeld displacements. The DIC 146 
calculates the average gray scale intensity over the subset in deformed and undeformed 147 
images, and to perform the correlation of both images by searching the point that has highest 148 
grey scale correlating with the initial position of displacement vector in calculating the 149 
observable changes in the sequence of images for deriving a deformation field [9]. Using the 150 
data from the deformation field the further quantities such as state of strain at any point on the 151 
surface can be obtained. The formulas to calculate the maximum principal strain and the 152 
principal strain angle are given by Eqs. 1 and 2. 153 
 154 
 155 
 156 
 157 
 158 
 159 
 160 
 (1) 161 
 (2) 162 
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Fig. 2. A DIC camera system 
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4. Extended digital image correlation  165 
The proposed EDIC technology is developed based on a distance transformation algorithm 166 
(DTA) to computationally detect multiscale cracks in investigated concrete beams. The data 167 
used in the EDIC analysis is supplied by the DIC camera system. At the beginning, the EDIC 168 
conducted an undeformed mesh of a beam under zero loading condition. The beam surface 169 
is discretized into a set of coordinates (x, y). A basic mesh with 5 mm grid size is used in this 170 
investigation. Then, the EDIC produces a deformed mesh of the beam surface in loading stage. 171 
Horizontal and vertical displacements are added into the (x, y) coordinates as (x+dx, y+dy) 172 
respectively. Then the EDIC identifies the potential damage zone in which the strain value at 173 
each point exceeds the critical damage strain. Fig. 3a shows the damaged zone detected by 174 
the EDIC. The length and directions of the arrows in Fig. 3a indicate the amount of strain and 175 
direction of crack propagation. It should be noticed that the visible macro crack passed through 176 
the path in which each point has maximum length at each group of strain field. The crack 177 
propagation in concrete is characterized by appearance of cracks which are perpendicular to 178 
the direction of the maximum principal strains. Fig. 3b shows a part of deformed images with 179 
cracks. It can be seen clearly from the Figs. 3a and 4b that the relation between the normal to 180 
maximum principal strain and crack opening is well described. Finally, the EDIC uses a 181 
created mathematical function, distance transform algorithm (DTA) together with the function 182 
of maximum stationary point (MSP) to compute the distance transform in determining a crack 183 
path along the damaged track in the damaged zone. This damaged track is recognised as a 184 
crack path in which every point has an equal distance to the side edges of the damaged zone.   185 
The DTA is used to compute and assign distance transform function in the strain field domain 186 
Ω with a damage region Ωd shown in Fig. 4. An undamaged region is separated by the 187 
boundary Ω0 which is defined as a zero set function. The damage region Ωd is defined as a 188 
set of all points in which the maximum principal strain value of each point is equal or bigger 189 
than the critical damage strain. Whereas, the boundary  defines as a set of points outside 190 
of damage region in which the value of maximum principal strain at each point is smaller than 191 
critical damage strain. The boundary sets can be denoted mathematically as:192 
. Similarly, the damage region can be denoted as:193 
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 210 
The signed distance function  for the sets of points of a boundary and damage region is 211 
defined by Eq. 3.  212 
       (3) 213 
In Eq. 3, the signed distance function for all points on the boundary Ω0 is defined as a zero set 214 
function, whereas, the damage region Ωd represents points signed with distance function d(x), 215 
which gives shortest distance from the point x to the boundary Ω0. The signed distance 216 
function of all points within the potential damage region Ωd can be written into a metric space, 217 
and is determined by the distance from a given point x within the region Ωd to the nearest zero 218 
point on the boundary Ω0. The value of distance function decreases as the point x approaches 219 
the boundary Ω0.  220 
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Fig. 3.  a. A detected damage zone; b. A deformed image with a crack 
 
 
 
Fig. 4. A strain field with a potential damage region 
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The DTA uses Euclidean distance metric [20] to compute a distance transform of all the points 221 
within damage region Ωd. In two dimensional domain, the Euclidean distance between (x1, x2) 222 
and (y1, y2) is given by the Eq. 4. 223 
 (4) 224 
The concept of MSP function is based on the mathematical expression for increasing and 225 
decreasing region of a function with one variable. The variable here is the damage strain in 226 
the damage region Ωd. The differences of damage strains adjacent points at each row of strain 227 
matrix are computed, and the sign function is used to determine whether the computed 228 
difference between points is negative, positive or zero. The local maximum turning/stationery 229 
point is determined when the sign changes from positive just before the point to the negative 230 
after the point. Such points are the peak points which can be written in the following syntax. 231 
Eq. 5 shows a matrix of damage strains with mn dimension. The MSP is used to find a local 232 
maximum value of the signed distance function at each row of strain matrix in the damage 233 
region Ωd to form a crack path. By comparing the signed values of all points at each row of 234 
strain matrix, a peak value is determined as the one which is greater than the values in the 235 
immediate neighbourhood. The entire crack path is determined along the track with peak 236 
values (local maxima of signed distance) to represent the damage mode in concrete.  237 
                                                                 (5) 238 
The damage strains at row i of the strain matrix is shown in Eq. 6 239 
                                                                                                   (6) 240 
The sign result, slope between two points can be calculated by Eq. 7.    241 
 (7) 242 
The sign function is a mathematical expression defined by the Eq. 8.  243 
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 (8) 244 
The local peak value at each row of strain matrix is identified by the Eq. 9. 245 
 (9) 246 
Where, the R is an array of sign results in damage region. Finally, all peak values obtained 247 
from each row of strain matrix in damage region are used to form the crack path P given by 248 
Eq. 10.  249 
 (10) 250 
Where, ip is the peak value at row i of strain matrix. Eqs. 1 to 10 are used in the developed 251 
EDIC programme by Matlab. A flow chart of the EDIC programme can be seen from Fig. 5. 252 
This EDIC algorithm is used in this investigation to computationally detect crack patterns with 253 
macro and micro cracks in the following concrete samples.  254 
Fig. 6a shows recorded image of failed concrete sample. Fig. 6b displays the deformed 255 
meshes by recorded images given by current DIC camera at the failure points. Fig. 6d displays 256 
a corresponding strain contour obtained by the DIC algorithm. It can be seen from Fig. 6b that 257 
current DIC technology can only present the deformed meshes except recorded images. The 258 
developed EDIC technology is successfully used to conduct a crack path which can be seen 259 
from Fig. 6c. The width of detected crack dictates the amount of strain scaled by the maximum 260 
principal strains taken from the strain matrix. The direction of crack growth at each point given 261 
in Fig. 6c is associated with the principal strain vectors. Comparing the EDIC produced crack 262 
pattern in Fig. 6c with the camera images given in Fig. 6a, the EDIC detects the reality of crack 263 
paths. In Fig. 6a, the concrete beam lost a large piece of materials at the bottom of beam 264 
under bending, which is recorded by a physical image. Obviously, the developed EDIC detects 265 
a large piece of materials lost by presented a big crack on the bottom of beam shown in Fig. 266 
6c. Also the EDIC displays the reality of crack opening changes from the bottom to the top of 267 
the tested beam. It should be noticed that the failure pattern in Fig. 6a has a crack split when 268 
the crack tip approaches the top of the beam. Actually, beyond the split point, there are two 269 
brunches of cracks which are not clearly visible on the recorded image in Fig. 6a. It can be 270 
seen from Fig. 6d that the strain gradient changes in lower part of strain contour associate 271 
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with the macro crack very well in the lower part of beam, but the upper part of strain contour 272 
associated with two invisible brunches of cracks has no clearly visible strain gradient changes. 273 
However, these two invisible brunches of cracks are existed and treated as invisible micro 274 
cracks in this investigation. The EDIC technology not only captured the split point but also 275 
detects two micro crack paths shown in Fig. 6c. Therefore, the developed EDIC supplies an 276 
entire failure pattern with macro and micro cracks. More detailed detection of micro cracks will 277 
be discussed in the following sections. 278 
 279 
 280 
 281 
 282 
 283 
  284 
  285 
 286 
  287 
 288 
 289 
 290 
 291 
 292 
 293 
 294 
 295 
 296 
 297 
Fig. 5. The flow chart of the EDIC 298 
 299 
In standard DIC analysis the grid level or subset size as the minimum size is used to treat the 300 
data of deformation to conduct the strain field. Although the subset size cannot be used directly 301 
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to determine crack size in the EDIC, however, as DIC camera has a fixed resolution, choosing 302 
small subset size means more strain points used in conducting an accurate strain field, which 303 
ensures the quality of detected cracks by the EDIC. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate 304 
the effect of gird level from coarse to refined mesh on detection of crack paths by the 305 
developed EDIC, and to identify a converged grid level in which the EDIC can conduct a good 306 
crack pattern when comparing to the physically recorded stream of cracks in the investigated 307 
concrete beams. 308 
 309 
 310 
 311 
 312 
 313 
 314 
 315 
 316 
 317 
 318 
Fig. 7 shows detected cracks by the EDIC using different grid levels descended from 2.4 to 319 
0.95 mm. It can be seen from the Fig. 7 that the accuracy of the damaged mode affected by 320 
the number or sizes of the subsets on the beam surface, the more discretization of the surface 321 
the better the crack approximation detected by the EDIC compared to the image given in Fig. 322 
7. In other word, the smaller grid size has a stronger corresponding than a coarser grid. 323 
Therefore, the denser mesh can improve the accuracy of the computational detection of cracks. 324 
At the grid level 0.95 mm, the detected crack has an excellent agreement with the image 325 
recorded crack path on the beam. It can also be seen from Fig. 7 that the detected crack path 326 
at the grid level 1.1 mm is mostly same with that at the grid level 0.95 mm. This implies that 327 
the grid level around 1 mm is the converged size of the subsets in this investigation.   328 
It should be noted that the camera lens used in this investigation has a fixed focal length (f) of 329 
24mm. Therefore, for a given lens with a fixed focal length, the measurement distance 330 
between the camera and the object determines the magnification. Thus, the size and the 331 
number of the subsets will depend on the distance of the camera from the specimens. The 332 
closer the camera to the object the smaller the field of view (FoV) of the object hence the 333 
Fig. 6. a. Image with cracks; b. Meshed image; c. Macro and micro crack paths; d. A relevant strain field 
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higher the resolution can be achieved. In this measurement work, the distance between the 334 
camera and the specimen is 2.5 m, the smallest grid size given by the camera is 0.95 mm. 335 
 336 
 337 
In principal, the focal length f of the camera can be determined by Eq. 11 [17].  338 
 (11) 339 
Where, dis is the measurement distance, ss is the sensor size. Rewriting Eq. 11 gives a 340 
calculation of the FoV as shown in Eq. 12. 341 
 (12) 342 
The value of the ss of the applied camera is manufactured as 8.4732 mm and 7.1001 mm in 343 
horizontal and vertical direction respectively [17]. Thus, bring these two values into Eq. 12, the 344 
horizontal and vertical FoV at 2.5 m measurement distance can be obtained as FoVh =874 345 
mm and FoVv =732 mm respectively.  346 
The characteristic displacement accuracy (CDA) is estimated as 0.05 pixels based on a 347 
number of practical engineering measurements [17]. As the camera sensor has a resolution 348 
defined by Resh (2448 pixels) and Resv (2050 pixels) in horizontal and vertical direction 349 
respectively [17], at 2.5 m distance the applied displacement accuracy (ADA) in horizontal and 350 
vertical direction can be calculated by Eq. 13. 351 
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Fig. 7. Detected cracks with different grid levels (unit: mm) from left to right: 2.4, 1.4, 1.1, 0.95  
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             (13)  352 
Thus the strain accuracy (SA) given by the camera in this investigation can be calculated by 353 
Eq. 14 as below.  354 
                                          (14) 355 
This calculated strain accuracy given in Eq. 14 is based on 2.5 m measurement distance. 356 
Therefore, the smallest grid size 0.95 mm can enable the camera to capture the micro change 357 
in strain field for computationally detecting micro cracks and predicting crack propagation 358 
through detecting invisible micro cracks to visible macro cracks. 359 
      360 
5. Critical damage strain  361 
The critical damage strain in which a crack forms or develops is one of key issues in this study 362 
to enable detecting damage modes in concrete. In general, concrete is a quasi-brittle material 363 
and inherently weak in tension [21], and concrete has relatively low strain value [22]. One of 364 
objectives in this experimental work is obtaining practical critical damage strains. During 365 
loading process as the applied load increases the tensile strain develops on the bottom of the 366 
beam. At any point when the critical damage strain is reached a crack is proposed to be formed 367 
[23]. The developed EDIC method is also used to determine the value of the critical damage 368 
strain. The EDIC uses the data extracted from camera images including coordinates of (x, y), 369 
displacement of coordinates (dx, dy), normal and shear strain (xx, xy, yy) and the maximum 370 
principal strain max for computational detecting multiscale cracks. The critical damage strain 371 
c is recognized by this investigation as a value of strain which can correlate computationally 372 
detected cracks by the EDIC to the image recorded crack path in the potential damage area 373 
of the investigated concrete. The multiscale critical damage strains are then used to map the 374 
damaged zone which includes macro and micro cracks. 375 
The effect of critical damage strains on computational detecting crack paths is investigated 376 
through testing a number of concrete beams. Fig. 8 shows the EDIC detected crack paths in 377 
a selected sample. A range of critical damage strains from 0.002 to 0.008 together with subset 378 
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size 0.95 mm is used in the computational detection of four crack patterns for comparing to 379 
physically recorded images shown in Fig. 8. A critical damage strain of tested concrete is 380 
determined by the calculation of correlation given by Eq. 15.  381 
                                (15) 382 
Where, s(x,y) is the selected strain array by the EDIC for computational detecting cracks, and 383 
(x,y) is original image strain array supplied by DIC in the damaged region. In fact, when the 384 
critical strain of 0.008 is used, the detected crack path does not exactly fit the complete 385 
damaged area of the visible cracks in the recorded image. It can be seen from Fig. 8 that the 386 
smaller critical strain produces a better crack path that fits into actual recorded crack path. 387 
Therefore, the smaller critical strain for instance 0.005 increases the similarity between the 388 
computationally detected crack paths and physically recorded one. Further going down, when 389 
the critical strain of 0.002 is used, almost possible damaged area is detected, and the EDIC 390 
produced crack path reaches the top surface of the beam. In this case, the correlation 391 
coefficient calculation given by Eq. 15 is 1. Actually, the crack in the top area of the beam is a 392 
detected micro crack when the critical strain 0.002 is used, which is invisible in the recorded 393 
image.  394 
The damage modes detected by the EDIC shown in Fig. 8 using a range of critical damage 395 
strains from 0.002 to 0.008 have strong correspondences to the imaged crack patterns of 396 
tested concrete samples. This range of critical damage strains of investigated concrete 397 
samples is verified by the calculation of correlation together with comparison to images. This 398 
range of critical damage strains has a reasonable agreement with previous work by Lu and Li 399 
[24], which reported that the critical strain of concrete ranges from 0.001 to 0.007. The values 400 
of failure strains at local failure in concrete presented by Ortiz [25] are also within the range of 401 
critical damage strains achieved by this study. It should be noticed that the value of critical 402 
damage strain used in the EDIC has a scaling effect on the EDIC detection, its details will be 403 
discussed by different papers.  404 
 405 
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6. Detection of micro cracks  415 
A range of critical damage strains or multiscale critical damage strain is used to 416 
computationally detect multiscale crack in investigated concrete. This is proved by the 417 
following examples shown in Fig. 9, which presents the EDIC detected micro cracks together 418 
with images recorded at varied loading levels. It should be noted that the increased loading 419 
levels are equivalent to the continually recorded image numbers in experimental work. Fig. 9a 420 
and 9d show tested results of a sample recorded at the images 475 and 480 together with the 421 
EDIC detection of multiscale cracks. It is hardly to see a visible crack from Fig. 9a at the image 422 
475. The corresponding strain contour in Fig. 9b shows a bit of visible strain gradient changes 423 
at the bottom of beam, however, there are no visible cracks raised at this loading level. As 424 
load level increased, a macro crack is clearly recorded at the image 480 shown in Fig. 9d, and 425 
corresponding strain contour clearly shows strain gradient changes along the length of the 426 
macro crack shown in Fig. 9e. Actually, this macro crack has been detected by the EDIC as a 427 
micro crack shown in Fig. 9c at the same loading level of the image 475. In other words, the 428 
EDIC detects a micro crack at the image 475, which is not shown in Fig. 9a, and this micro 429 
crack is verified by a macro crack recorded at the image 480. Therefore, Fig. 9 proves the 430 
capability of the EDIC in detection of micro crack in concrete. The critical damage strain of 431 
0.002 is used in this detection of micro cracks at the image 475.  432 
 433 
 434 
 435 
Fig. 8. Predicted crack paths using different critical strains from left to right: 0.008, 0.007, 0.005, 0.002 
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 444 
7. Conclusion and future work  445 
The developed EDIC method is successfully used in computational detecting multiscale 446 
cracks in concrete beams under bending. The EDIC plays an essential role in mapping the 447 
damaged area with macro and micro cracks. The full damage models of tested concrete 448 
beams are achieved by the developed EDIC using multiscale critical damage strain. This 449 
investigation provides a novel approach of the EDIC in detecting multiscale cracks for damage 450 
assessment. The EDIC advantages can essentially help the determination of the damaged 451 
area in concrete which needs assessment. This developed EDIC technology has potential to 452 
carry out a practical measurement on site to provide a comprehensive damage level of the 453 
ageing concrete, and to detect micro crack propagation for ensuring a safe usage of the ageing 454 
concrete and planning reparation.  455 
This investigation focuses on the pure concrete beams under flexural loading and finds that 456 
the multiscale critical damage strain of investigated concrete is varied from 0.002 to 0.008. 457 
The developed EDIC can also be applied into reinforced concrete for detecting multiscale 458 
crack in the future. The currently developed EDIC as a 2D system can only be used for 459 
detecting multiscale crack on the flat surface of objects. The future work will consider 460 
extending the developed EDIC technology from a 2D system to a 3D system for mapping 461 
damages in the objects with curved surfaces. The current EDIC is able to determine the shape 462 
and the length of multiscale cracks, the crack width is detected at macro or micro scale. In the 463 
future, the EDIC would be developed to quantitatively compute the width of multiscale cracks. 464 
Future work will also include detection of multiscale damages in a wide range of engineering 465 
materials.           466 
Fig. 9. a. The image 475 with no visible crack; b. Strain contour at the image 475; c. The EDIC detected micro 
crack at the image 475; d. The image 480 with a visible macro crack; e. Strain contour at the image 480.    
b c a d e 
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